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Abstrat
This is a short review on the evolution of elliptial and lentiular/S0
galaxies in the dense environment of rih lusters for look-bak times
of more than half the age of the Universe. In addition, new data are
presented for the luster Abell 2218.
Saling relations like the Fundamental Plane provide strong evidene
that luminous elliptials evolve purely passively up to redshifts of z = 0.8
implying that no signiant new stellar population was reated dur-
ing that time. This piture is supported by tight Mgσ and olour
magnitude relations at various redshifts and age/metalliity diagnosti
diagrams based on absorption lines. On the other hand, there is a strong
deline in the frequeny of S0 galaxies with redshift as was revealed by
HST images of distant rih lusters. In the same lusters, however, a
signiant proportion of the galaxies have disturbed morphologies and
signs of ongoing interation/merging. Numerous poststarburst galax-
ies (like E+A galaxies) are found as well as passive spiral galaxies,
while these galaxy types are less present in loal lusters. This raises
the question whether the spiral galaxies falling into the luster from the
surrounding eld ould be transformed into S0 galaxies. A possible se-
nario would be that the intraluster medium rst deprives the spirals
of all their gas leading to the end of star formation. The subsequent
evolution within the tidal eld of the luster ould then turn the spirals
into S0 galaxies over the ages.
The study of a great number of earlytype galaxies per luster in-
luding subL
∗
galaxies reveals, however, that this piture needs some
netuning sine the relations mentioned above have a larger spread than
those based on the observation of just a few luminous galaxies. First re-
sults are presented for 48 earlytype galaxies in the luster Abell 2218
at a redshift of z = 0.18.
1 Introdution
In the morphologial sheme of Hubble's Tuning Fork, the branh of early
type galaxies omprises the elliptial galaxies and the lentiular or S0 galaxies,
whih have a bulge and a disk omponent (Hubble, 1936). Elliptials an be
further divided into boxy and disky elliptials aording to their isophote
shapes (Kormendy and Bender, 1996). Sine disky elliptials ontain small
stellar disks they may form a ontinuous sequene with the S0 galaxies. In
a dynamial view, rotational support dereases from S0 to disky elliptials
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whereas the random motion of the stars, measured by the veloity dispersion
σ, gets more and more important. Another ommon feature of earlytype
galaxies is the lak of any signiant amount of old gas on global sales so
that there is no signiant ongoing star formation.
The urrently favoured theory that ombines osmology and galaxy for-
mation is the Cold Dark Matter model, whih omes in various avours. It
predits that galaxies merge hierarhially, i.e., smaller entities hit one against
the other and gradually build up a large galaxy; the so-alled mergertree se-
nario (Laey and Cole, 1993). Espeially in the eld, merging disks get heated
up until they form a spheroidal, but at a later stage a disk an be formed again
when the evaporated gas, whih was trapped in the dark halo, is falling bak
onto the galaxy (Baugh et al., 1996). In this way, the mass of a galaxy is
inreased in jumps eah time a merger ours and a new stellar population
may be reated whih dilutes the underlying older population and makes the
mean stellar age younger. This is desribed by semianalyti (Kaumann
and Charlot, 1998) and hydrodynami SPH (Steinmetz and Navarro, 1999)
models, whih are able to inorporate star formation and feedbak proesses.
On the other hand, stellar population models, whih predit the spetra
and hene the olours and absorption lines of a galaxy for all time steps of its
evolution based on the isohrones of the stellar ontent, assume just a ertain
time dependent star formation rate for a single metalliity and initial mass
funtion. Most of them have not yet inorporated the superposition of dier-
ent stellar populations having various ages and metalliities as the hierarhial
merging piture implies (but see e.g. Sansom and Protor (1998)). Never-
theless, these passive evolution models are able to reprodue the observed
properties of both loal and distant galaxies (e.g., Bruzual & Charlot, 1993).
The simplest model piks up a short burst of star formation in whih all the
stars of a galaxy are reated, the so-alled Simple Stellar Population model
(SSP). It desribes the observed evolution of earlytype galaxies quite well.
The main features are the rapid deline of the blue luminosity so that the red
light is dominating after about 3Gyrs, the rapid diminishing of the Balmer
lines and the strengthening of the metal lines on the same timesale. How-
ever, stellar populations are degenerate between age and metalliity. Thus,
the spetra of SSP's are nearly idential if the age is inreased by a fator
of 3 and, simultaneously, the metalliity dereased by a fator of 2 (Worthey,
1994). For example, a spetrum at an age of 15Gyrs and a metalliity of
[Fe/H℄ = −0.1 looks the same as that at an age of 5Gyrs and a metalliity
of [Fe/H℄ = +0.2. This means that the olours and most absorption lines are
degenerate, too, and an not be used to distinguish between age and metal-
liity eets. Only a few indexes like the Balmer lines are more dependent on
age and the ombinations of some metal lines like [MgFe℄ are more metalli-
ity sensitive, so that they an be evaluated in an age/metalliity diagnosti
diagram.
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Figure 1: The dependene of the Mgb absorption index on age and metalliity
(from Ziegler & Bender, 1997). Symbols are model data from Worthey (1994),
the dotted line represents the SSP model of Bruzual & Charlot for solar
metalliity and the solid lines follow Equation 1.
2 Evolution of elliptial galaxies
First evidene for an old age of elliptials in lusters ame from the observa-
tions of very tight olourmagnitude (Bower et al., 1992), Fundamental Plane
(Bender et al., 1992) and Mgσ (Bender et al., 1993) relations in loal lus-
ters. The Mgb absorption index (λ0 ≈ 5172Å) follows Worthey's 3/2rule (see
Fig. 1) and from his SSP models the following time and metalliity dependene
an be derived:
∆ logMgb = 0.20∆ log t+ 0.31∆ logZ/Zo (1)
The observed narrow spread in the Mgbσ relation of elliptials in the Virgo
and Coma lusters (see Fig. 2), therefore, translates into small limits for the
dispersion in age and metalliity at xed veloity dispersion(Colless et al.,
1999). For the most massive elliptials in Coma, for example, relative age
and relative metalliity are onstrained to 17% and 11%, respetively (Ziegler
and Bender, 1997). This means in the piture of passive evolution (i.e. no
merging), that when Mgb line strengths of distant and, therefore, younger
galaxies are ompared with those of nearby ones at the same veloity disper-
sion σ, any dierene an mostly be attributed to an age eet. In this sense,
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the Mgbσ relation breaks the age/metalliity degeneray and is a powerful
tool to investigate the evolution of elliptial galaxies.
Figure 2: The Mgbσ relation of elliptial galaxies in the loal Virgo and
Coma lusters (data from Dressler et al., 1987, as transformed like in Ziegler
& Bender, 1997).
This age determination tehnique was rst applied by us to earlytype
galaxies in three lusters at a redshift of z ≈ 0.4: Abell 370 (z = 0.375),
MS 1512+36 (z = 0.372) and Cl 0949+44 (z = 0.377) (Bender et al., 1996;
Ziegler and Bender, 1997). 28 nights at the Calar Alto 3.5m-telesope, 9 nights
at the ESO NTT and 2 nights at the ESO 3.6m-telesope were spent to get 21
good quality spetra. Exept from a few outliers (probably E+A galaxies),
the redution in the Mgb absorption is low and the mean oset from the
loal t line is about 0.4Å (see Fig. 3). This means, that the distant galaxies
must be quite old themselves, beause the lookbak time of about 5Gyrs did
not produe a higher dierene in Mgb and that they indeed evolved only
passively. Assuming the metalliity did not hange at all during that time,
Equation 1 an be transformed to predit the Mgb absorption for any given
age. It depends, though, on the redshift of formation zf and the osmologial
parameters. In Fig. 3, hathed areas indiate the expeted loation of the Mgb
absorption for two dierent formation redshifts and a range of plausible values
of H0 and q0. The omparison with the data points leads to the onlusion,
that the observed galaxies must have formed at zf > 2, the most massive
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ones even at zf > 4. But only the bulk of the stars must have ome into
existene at these epohs, the galaxies themselves ould have been assembled
at a later time if no new star formation took plae during that proess. These
observations are still in agreement with CDM models, sine these predit,
that the last major merger of a galaxy in the luster environment ours at
about z = 2 (Kaumann, 1996).
Figure 3: The Mgbσ relation of elliptial galaxies in three distant lusters
at z ≈ 0.4 (points with errorbars) ompared to loal luster elliptials (from
Ziegler & Bender, 1997). Hathed areas represent the expeted range of Mgb
line strengths for redshifts of formation zf of 1 and 4 for a variety of os-
mologial parameters. At the lower right orner, the arrow represents the
aperture orretion applied to the distant data points and the ross indiates
the average error of the measurements of the loal galaxies.
Another physial relationship of earlytype galaxies is the Fundamental
Plane (FP), whih is set by the three observables veloity dispersion σ, ef-
fetive or halflight radius Re and the mean surfae brightness 〈µe〉 within
Re. It is a onsequene of the virial theorem and a slight dependene of the
mass-to-light ratio on the mass (e.g. Bender et al., 1992). Seen edge-on, the
FP is very tight and both elliptial and S0 galaxies in the Coma luster follow
the same t line although they are dynamially dierent (Bender et al., 1998).
From the HST images of the three distant lusters we were able to derive a-
urately the photometri parameters (Saglia et al., 2000). Transforming the
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observed magnitudes into restframe B magnitudes, they an be ompared to
the Coma galaxies (see Fig. 4) and a mean brightening of about 0.5 mag for
the distant galaxies is derived.
Figure 4: The Fundamental Plane seen edge-on for Coma elliptials (small
lled irles) and S0 galaxies (rosses) ompared to earlytype galaxies in
three lusters at z ≈ 0.4 (big lled squares) (adapted from Bender et al.,
1998). The observed HST magnitudes of the distant galaxies were transformed
to restframe B and orreted for surfae brightness dimming. A typial error
is plotted in the upper left orner.
In the meanwhile, other groups have used the FP as well to study the
evolution of earlytype galaxies in lusters at dierent redshifts: Abell 2218
at z = 0.175 (Jørgensen et al., 1999; Ziegler et al., 2000a), Abell 665 z =
0.181 (Jørgensen et al., 1999), Abell 2390 z = 0.24 (Ziegler et al., 2000b),
Cl 1358+62 z = 0.33 (Kelson et al., 1997), Cl 0024+16 z = 0.39 (van Dokkum
and Franx, 1996), MS 205304 z = 0.58 (Kelson et al., 1997) and MS105403
z = 0.83 (van Dokkum et al., 1998a). The ombined results strongly favour a
purely passive evolution of the stellar populations both in surfae brightness
and mass-to-light ratio (see for a summary Jørgensen et al. (1999)). For open
and λdominated osmologies and a Salpeter IMF (Salpeter, 1955), redshifts
of formation greater than 2 are required to yield the orresponding old ages
(Bender et al., 1998; van Dokkum et al., 1998a).
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3 Evolution of S0 galaxies
In ontrast to the elliptial galaxies, S0 or lentiular galaxies show a dramati
evolution with lookbak time in the dense environment of rih lusters. But
this was only reently disovered by images from the Hubble Spae Telesope,
whose WFPC2 amera made it possible to resolve even the faint galaxies in
distant lusters and determine their morphology (e.g., Dressler et al. (1997)).
Apart from the dwarf galaxies, the S0 galaxies form the dominant population
in loal rih lusters, followed by the elliptials, whereas spirals ontribute
roughly only 10%. This situation is very dierent in rih lusters at a redshift
of z ≈ 0.5. There, spiral and disturbed galaxies make up the major part of
the luminous galaxies, whereas S0 galaxies are hardly found (1020%), see
Fig. 5.
Figure 5: The proportion of bright S0 to elliptial galaxies in rih lusters
as a funtion of lookbak time (adapted from Dressler et al., 1997). The t
shown (with ±1σ limits as dotted lines) was made to the MORPHS data
(lled irles, Smail et al., 1997) and is ompatible with lusters at z = 0.3
(open triangles, Couh et al., 1998) and the loal referene (Dressler 1980).
The 2 open irles represent the outer regions of 2 lusters, whih are not
diretly omparable to the other points.
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On the other hand, Buther & Oemler found a rapid inrease in the blue
galaxy population in rih lusters with redshift already twenty years ago
(Buther and Oemler Jr., 1978; Buther and Oemler Jr., 1984a). On av-
erage, the fration of blue galaxies rises from 0.05 in loal lusters to 0.25
in lusters at z = 0.5. Early spetrosopy of suh BOgalaxies revealed in
some ases a spetral energy distribution similar to normal elliptials but
with a stronger absorption of the Balmer lines, so that they were dubbed
E+A galaxies (e.g. Buther & Oemler (1984b)). The idea behind that was
that these poststarburst galaxies were elliptials who had undergone a se-
ond burst of star formation in the reent past (≤2Gyrs), so that the newborn
A stars were still responsible for the inreased strength of the Balmer lines.
But using highresolution HST images, stellar disks were deteted in most of
these E+A galaxies indiating that spirals are the more probable progenitors
rather than elliptials (e.g., Couh et al., 1998). New spetrosopi observa-
tions have found in addition a number of dustenshrouded starburst galaxies
and a population of red, passive spiral galaxies with no signiant emission
lines (Poggianti et al., 1999).
Many other galaxies in the distant lusters have a disturbed morphology
and some show lear signatures of past or ongoing interation or merging
(Dressler et al., 1994; Smail et al., 1997). The majority of the E+A post
starburst galaxies are loated at the rim of a luster if it is regular or in
between subomponents (Belloni et al., 1997; Balogh et al., 1997). In these
regions, most of the spiral and irregular galaxies are found, too, whereas the
earlytype galaxies are onentrated to the ore like in loal lusters, see
Fig. 6. S0 galaxies themselves were found to be bluer at the outskirts of a
luster than in the ore (van Dokkum et al., 1998b).
All these ndings give lear evidene that galaxy transformation is a om-
mon phenomenon in lusters so that the morphology of a galaxy an be
hanged. There are signs that galaxies interat with eah other and even
merge together. But the high veloity dispersion in rih lusters makes the ef-
fetive ross setion for suh enounters small, so that the inuene of the hot
intraluster medium is muh more important. This ICM was already deteted
by the rst Xray satellites, sine its temperature is between 1 and 10 million
degrees. In nearby lusters, Hi studies revealed spiral galaxies deient in Hi
and a displaement of the Hi disk from the stellar disk, whih is the larger
the loser the galaxy is loated to the enter (Valluri and Jog, 1991; Cayatte
et al., 1994; BravoAlfaro et al., 1998). This ould be aused by rampressure
stripping of the ICM or tidal interations between the galaxies.
Whih mehanisms lead to the transformation into S0 galaxies is still un-
known, so that the strong inrease in the frequeny of S0 galaxies during the
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Figure 6: Radial distribution in the luster Cl 1447+26 at z = 0.37 (from
Belloni et al., 1997). Earlytype galaxies (diamonds) are onentrated to the
ore, whereas spirals (stars), irregulars (rosses) and E+A galaxies (box) are
loated in the outer regions.
past 5Gyrs an not yet be explained. Spetrosopi observations have ruled
out a simple fading of spiral galaxies (Couh and Sharples, 1987; Balogh et al.,
1997; van Dokkum et al., 1998b). The strengths of the Balmer absorption
lines in some galaxies require that a trunation mehanism must at to ut o
star formation very quikly and must also promote bursts of star formation
(Barger et al., 1996). An appealing senario is that spiral galaxies falling into
the luster from the surrounding eld undergo a dusty starburst phase. This
inreased ativity auses the ButherOemler eet. Rampressure stripping
by the ICM then leads to a wide spread and rapid deline in the star forma-
tion rates resulting into the poststarburst galaxies and red, passive spirals.
However, other proesses may be equally important, suh as tidal stripping
(Governato et al., 1996) or galaxygalaxy interations (Lavery and Henry,
1994). The timesale for the transformations desribed thus far is rather
short (<1Gyr, e.g., Barnes and Hernquist (1992)). The subsequent evolution
takes muh longer and the permanent inuene of the tidal eld of the luster
as a whole (harassment) may ause a substantial removal of disk light (Moore
et al., 1996). The end produt of this senario may then be an S0 galaxy (see
the owhart, Fig. 7 and Poggianti et al. (1999)).
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infalling spiral galaxies (z = 0:5)
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.
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fading through stellar evolution
#
S0 (z = 0)
Figure 7: Flow hart of a senario for the transformation from spirals into S0
galaxies in rih lusters.
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4 Evolutionary status of earlytype galaxies in
Abell 2218
The determination of morphology is inreasingly diult the more distant
and, therefore, fainter the galaxies are, even on HST images (Smail et al.,
1997). For example, the average size of L
∗
galaxies at z = 0.5 is only ≈
1 − 1.5 arse (Ziegler et al., 1999). But even in loser systems it is hard to
detet disks and their visibility depends strongly on the inlination. A round
S0 galaxy seen fae-on may be lassied as an elliptial. The MORPHS group
has estimated that about 15% of the S0 population may be mislassied as
elliptials independent of redshift. An additional problem of the past studies
is the low number of observed galaxies. In most ases, spetra of only a
handful or a dozen of the brightest luster members were taken. Therefore,
the evolution only of the more massive galaxies have been studied in FP
analyses.
Figure 8: Bona-de examples of an elliptial and an S0 galaxy in the luster
Abell 2218 (z = 0.175) extrated from an HST/WFPC2 image in the F702W
lter. More examples an be found in Ziegler et al. 2000a.
To overome this bias problem, we started a projet in 1997 to observe for
the rst time a great number of earlytype galaxies in the luster Abell 2218
(z = 0.175). Multiobjet spetrosopy was done using the LDSS2 spetro-
graph at the WilliamHershel telesope with three dierent masks (Ziegler
et al., 2000a). Galaxies were seleted by a olour riterion and enompass
several sub-L
∗
galaxies. The total exposure time of ≈ 5 hours allowed the
extration of high signal-to-noise spetra of 48 dierent earlytype galaxies.
The average size of these galaxies is ≈ 2− 4 arse, whih allows the aurate
determination of the photometri parameters of the subsample of 20 galax-
ies ontained in HST images. For the other galaxies they were measured
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from UBV I photometry obtained at the Palomar 5m-telesope. In the HST
subsample, there are 9 S0/SB0 galaxies making up 50% and 2 early spirals.
Fig. 8 shows bona-de examples of an elliptial and an S0 galaxy. Five of the
galaxies outside the HST eld have lear evidene for a disk omponent, too.
Figure 9: The Mgbσ relation of earlytype galaxies in the luster Abell 2218
at z = 0.175 (points with errorbars) ompared to elliptials in the loal Coma
and Virgo lusters (from Ziegler et al., 2000a). S0 galaxies are denoted by
lled irles, elliptials by open irles. The rossed irle marks a galaxy
probably undergoing a merger. The arrow in the lower right orner represents
the aperture orretion applied to the A 2218 data points. The line represents
the loal Mgbσ relation.
The veloity dispersion σ and the line strengths of several absorption lines
were measured like for the luster galaxies at z ≈ 0.4 (see Setion 2). Fig. 9
ompares the Mgbσ relation of A 2218 to the same loal sample as in Figs. 2
and 3. The spread of the distant relationship is almost the same as of the loal
one and the zeropoints are nearly idential within the errors indiating a very
old age for the earlytype galaxies in A 2218. The slopes are also not very
dierent from eah other, so that the distant and loal galaxy samples ould
have been drawn from the same population (KS statistis: p = 0.016). But the
most striking result is that elliptial and S0 galaxies are equally distributed
along the Mgbσ relation (KS statistis: p = 0.61) so that there exist S0
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galaxies whih are as old as elliptials at a lookbak time of ≈ 2.5Gyrs for
A 2218. The two galaxies with very low Mgb absorption have rather high Hβ
values, and ould, therefore, be poststarburst galaxies like E+As. It is not
possible to detet any disk in these two galaxies in the groundbased images
(FWHM ≥ 1.1 arse). Note also, that the two early spirals do not deviate
signiantly from the Mgbσ relation.
Figure 10: A line diagnosti diagram to disentangle age and metalliity eets
(from Ziegler et al., 2000a). See text for explanation. S0 galaxies in A 2218:
lled irles, elliptials in A 2218: open irles, a typial error is shown in
the upper right orner. The underlying grid of lines with onstant age (solid;
1.5  17Gyrs) and onstant metalliity (dashed; [Fe/H℄= −0.5 − +0.5) was
derived from SSP models by Worthey (1994). For omparison, elliptials
(open triangles) and S0 galaxies (lled triangles) of the loal Fornax luster
(Kuntshner & Davies, 1998) are plotted as well as Gonzalez' sample (1993)
of nearby eld and Virgo elliptials (boxes).
Although most of the absorption line indexes of SSP models are degenerate
in age and metalliity (see Setion 1), it is possible to onstrut line diagnosti
diagrams. The reason is that some lines are more sensitive to age others more
to metalliity. The Balmer lines like Hβ, e.g., depend very muh on age,
whereas the ombination between Mgb and Fe 5270, [MgFe℄, is a measurement
of the metalliity (Worthey, 1994). Suh a diagram is shown in Fig. 10. The
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galaxies in A 2218 are spread out in age and metalliity with elliptials and S0s
being almost equally distributed. In partiular, there are S0 galaxies whose
mean age an be tted both by models for a very old age and by a very young
age. This is in ontrast to the trend in the loal poor Fornax luster, where
the lentiulars are more onentrated towards younger ages (Kuntshner and
Davies, 1998). There also seems to be a lak of very old and high metalliity
galaxies in A 2218. But these galaxies are also missing in a sample of randomly
seleted nearby eld and Virgo luster earlytype galaxies (González, 1993).
We have determined the strutural (Re) and photometri parameter (〈µe〉)
of the Fundamental Plane for the 20 earlytype galaxies visible on the HST
image of A 2218 aording to Saglia et al. (1997). In Fig. 11, we ompare the
edge-on projetion of the FP with that of Coma earlytype galaxies (f. with
Fig. 4). The satter is marginally larger than for Coma, and the slopes are not
signiantly dierent. There seems to be some dierene between elliptial
and S0 galaxies with the latter being brighter on average. If all of the oset is
attributed purely to hanges in luminosity, then the brightening is marginally
onsistent with pure passive stellar population models (e.g. BC98 models, f.
Bruzual and Charlot (1993)).
Figure 11: The Fundamental Plane seen edge-on for Coma earlytype galaxies
(rosses, t line) ompared to elliptials (open irles) and lentiulars (lled
irles) in Abell 2218 at z = 0.175 (from Ziegler et al., 2000a). The observed
HST magnitudes of the distant galaxies were transformed to restframe B and
orreted for surfae brightness dimming.
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5 Summary and future
In this short review it was shown, that luminous elliptial galaxies in rih
lusters do evolve just passively aording to the fading of their stellar ontent.
The bulk of the stars must have been formed at high redshifts (zf > 2), whih
is in line of preditions from CDM models in these dense environments. Most
of the evidene omes from Fundamental Plane analyses of several lusters
at redshifts from z = 0 − 0.8, whih is augmented by the study of Mgbσ
relations and age/metalliity diagrams.
In ontrast to this smooth evolution, lentiular/S0 galaxies show a dra-
mati evolution in their frequeny. While they form the dominant population
of the bright galaxies in loal rih lusters, their number diminishes to a few
perent within a lookbak time of about 5Gyrs. To explain this phenomenon,
a senario was issued, in whih spiral galaxies oming from the eld surround-
ing a luster are gradually transformed into S0 galaxies. An arriving galaxy
does not hange its morphology immediately, but rst its star formation is
trunated due to the quik removal of the gas, most probably by the ICM.
Subsequently, the permanent tidal interation with the luster potential and
other galaxies may hange its appearane (bulge-to-disk ratio). Together with
the fading of the stellar population these proesses may then transform the
spiral into an S0 galaxy as seen today.
The observation of a large sample of earlytype galaxies in the luster
Abell 2218 at z = 0.18 revealed that a rened piture of galaxy evolution is
neessary. Half of the 50 galaxies, whih are made up by both luminous and
subL
∗
galaxies, are lassied as elliptials, the other half as lentiulars. Both
galaxy types are almost equally distributed along the Fundamental Plane and
Mgbσ relations. Modeling of the age sensitive Balmer lines showed that the
mean age of the stellar population of both elliptials and S0 galaxies varies
between 2 and 20Gyrs in A 2218.
Galaxy evolution ertainly is siene at the very frontier of astronomy and
the determination of the kinematis of faint galaxies is only possible with ob-
servations at 10mlass telesopes. With the advent of the VLTs we embarked
on several projets aimed to further disentangle the phenomena onneted to
galaxy evolution. These projets enompass the Fundamental Plane and Mgb
σ analysis of about 15 earlytype galaxies in the luster MS205304 at z = 0.6
as well as a detailed study of latetype galaxies in 6 dierent rih lusters at
z = 0.3 − 0.6. Not only the star formation history of the galaxies loated
between the ore and the very edge of the lusters, but also rotation urves
and, thus, the mass and dynamis will be measured. As a omplement, the
same siene will be made with a large sample of 170 eld galaxies seleted
from the FORS Deep Field. The ombined results will put strong onstraints
on CDM models.
To get a grip on the problem of galaxy transformation within lusters, we
also started an intense ampaign to observe poor Xray deteted lusters at
z = 0.2− 0.3 with groundbased optial (Calar Alto, HET, GEMINI) and ra-
15
dio telesopes (VLA) as well as with HST and XMM. The eetiveness of the
ompeting proesses invoked to explain galaxy transformation varies aord-
ing to density and virial temperature of the loal environment. For example,
galaxy mergers are most eetive in lower galaxy density environments where
relative veloities are small; on the other hand, rampressure stripping is only
eetive at very high gas densities suh as the ores of rih lusters. There-
fore, by omparing galaxy evolution in lusters of dierent environments it is
possible to separate the various physial proesses that ould ontribute to
the observed transformation in the galaxy population of lusters.
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